
  

 WSF NY Sled Rangers 
Caregiver Rules 

 

 

The New York Sled Ranger hockey league (NYSRHL) was created to 
promote competition and good sportsmanship at the youth level for 
physically disabled children wanting to play the game of ice hockey.   
 
It is expected that parents and caregivers will abide by the following set of 
rules.  This will help to ensure that your athlete has the most positive sled 
hockey experience that we can provide. 
 
1. Please be prompt.  We generally ask that you arrive 60 minutes before 

our ice time begins.  This will allow your player to have enough time to 
get dressed, use the bathroom, and get into their sleds to make full use of 
the ice time.  Ice time is expensive.  Please be ready when its our time to 
get on. 
 

2. Players, Coaches, and Pushers/Volunteers are only permitted to be on the 
ice during games and practice times. 
 

3. Parents, caregivers, and guests are requested to help players on and off 
the ice only, and may not enter onto the ice due to rink rules and liability. 
 

4. During games and practices, we respectfully request the players’ bench 
areas to remain clear.  Parents, caregivers, and guests will need to stay in 
spectator marked areas. 
 

5. Parents and caregivers should provide a water bottle appropriate for on-
ice use, and clearly marked with the player’s name (e.g. long flexible 
straw). 
 

6. Keep all gear clean and dry. 
 

7. Parents and caregivers should familiarize themselves with the rules and 
gameplay of sled hockey.  It is a good idea to help reinforce this with 
your child off the ice at home. 
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8. Coaches will email and use TeamSnap to communicate with parents, 
caregivers, and players on a regular basis.  Please review these 
communications with your child. 


